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 Raketenwurm 4 

 
We, STRATAIR, congratulate to purchase Raketenwurm 4. 
Raketenwurm 4 is the fourth generation of all Raketenworms. Not a stone was left standing on. 
Material input and production technique is on highest level and makes the Raketenwurm 4 most 
probably to the most innovative model in F5B category. The model was designed in cooperation 
with the multiple world champion Wolf Fickenscher. Airfoil was created by Norbert Hübner. 
Some highlights of Raketenwurm 4: 
The complete fuselage will be produced in a „pressure-bag-method“.It results in higher strength 
and lower weight compared with normal vacuum pressing. In the front area we are using aramid 
and in the back area different types of carbon fabric. UMS UD carbon fibres. 
Horizontal stabilizer is two-part and full moving. The core of it is out of rohacell foam and surfave 
full carbon. So it is very durable, light and high torsional strength. 
Wing is one-piece and has the most renewals. It is not only 100% ready to fly but also done with 
extreme effort. The sandwich is double carbon and mainspar out of UMS-fibres. In the area with 
highest load wing has 6 spars inside. All of them are carbon-sandwich parts. Some of them out of 
solid carbon. 
 
Except of powerdrive the Raketenwurm ready to fly. All servos installed, with ready pushrods and 
cables. Motormount also glued in.angelenkt und verkabelt. Motorspant eingeklebt. 
You only have to install RX and powerdrive. That´s it.Not more! 
   
Finally we wish you a lot of fun with our Raketenwurm 4. 
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  Fuselage: 
 
Horizontal stabilizer pushrod 
 

 Elevator servo is demountable. If you have to change servo or pushrod: 
o Remove hor. stabilizer (=h.s.) 
o Remove cover tape on bottom of v.s. 
o Unscrew h.s. pushrod and give out of vert. stab. (=v.s.) 
o Press 2,5mm shaft out of v.s. = loosen bell crank 
o Loosen screw of servoplate 
o Use a flathead screwdriver and lift servo plate incl servo out of mounting 
o Remove bell crank incl M2 clevis out of service opening and unhook rod to servo. 

 
 Motormount is installed and ready for motorinstallation.  
 Do NOT press needless the fuselage in area between end of wing until beginning of 

vertical stabilizer. 
 

Wing: 
 
Servos: 
 
 Servos are installed and ready to use. There is no servocover. If you have to change a 

servo: Use a cutter and open wing around the servo on bottom side of the wing. After 
changing the servo close opening with cut out cover.  
 

 Neutral position of aileron servos should be neutral of aileron. Never the less it can vary 
because of different RC-products. 
  

 Neutral position of flap servos = 30° flap down. Flap is in neutral if you move servo to 
around -120%. +120% = 60° flap down. 

 
Mounting: 
 
Use 2 pcs. M3 screws to connect wing-fuselage. In the back of the wing tape the small tongue of 
the wing with fuselage 

 
Powerdrive + RC: 
 

 Motor and ESC cables as short as possible 
 

Battery Setup: 
Motor battery can be installed in one pice or you split it into two pieces.  
Max. dimensions: 

- 145x43x37mm 
- 140x43x40mm (only with some pressing into fuselage) 
Our experience says that following configurations will fit into fuselage: 
5S 3300mAh 
5S 3600mAh ( only with pressing) 
6S 2650mAh 
2S 3000mAh + 4S 3000mAh 
 
Try that RX and RX powersupply are positioned as far as possible in the rear. Especially if you 
split motor battery. 
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Settings: 
 

 CQ: 58-61mm 
 Level flight: fuselage on flat surface. Hor. Stabilizer trailing edge 126mm above surface 

 
 

 Speed flight 
o Neutral: all 0 
o Hor. stab: +8 / -6 mm (20% Expo) 
o Aileron:  +8 /-5 mm 
o SnapFlap: flap -8mm if stabilizer full up 
o Snap Flap: flap +2mm if stabilizer full down  
o Snap Flap: aileron1mm less than flap = 1mm difference at flap-aileron position = 

small sewing 
 Motor ON 

o Snap Flap deactivate 
o Butterfly deactivate 

 Gliding / time flight 
o Neutral 

 flaps -5mm 
 aileron 0,5mm less than flaps = 1mm difference at ail-flap position = small 

sewing 
o Aileron:  +8 /-1 mm (+90% differentiation) 

 Butterfly 
o flaps: ca. 45° down 
o aileron: ca 20° up 
o elevator: -5mm at max. Butterfly 
o aileron deflection to max. 
o aileron differentiation: reduce (also  – 80% Diff possible) 

 
+ = up 
- = down 
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Die Einstellungen sind nur Empfehlungen und können nach eigenen Steuergewohnheiten 
angepasst werden müssen! 

 
  Checklist: 
 

 Verify RC-functions and servos before each start. 
 Inspect model on damages 
 After each flight check all movement areas 
 Hor. Stabilizer tolerance check 

 
 
Attention: 
The Raketenwurm 4 is no model for beginners. Because of high speed you could threaten 
material and persons if there are any model or stearing faults. STRATAIR does not assume 
liability  for damages! 
 
 
Technical data: 
 

Wingspan:    1870mm 
Length:    1200mm 
Area:      27dm² 
Max. FAI weight:   2025g 
Empty weight incl. servos&cables aprox. 670g 
Spinnerdurchmesser:   32mm 
 
 
Components: 
 
Wing servos:  4x Hyperion Atlas 09 AMD oder baugleich Graupner DES428 (bereits 

eingebaut) 
Hor. Stab servo: Robbe FS550 Speed oder Graupner DS3781 (bereits eingebaut) 
Motor:   Plettenberg 220/30-42/x + Getriebe, Kira 600-38 6,7:1, Kira F5B 5S 
ESC:    Kontronik Jazz FAI18, YGE 160FAI, Schulze 200A, Phönix 180A 
Battery:    4-6S Lipol 2600-4000mAh 
Propeller:   bis 19” Durchmesser 
RX battery:   400-800mAh oder Externes-BEC (max. 5,5V!!!!) 
 
 
 
Powerdrive-Setups: 
 

1: moderate power – high power 
Kontronik Kira 600-38 6,7:1   Motor 
Kontronik Jazz FAI 18    ESC 
4-5S ca. 3300 mAh Lipo    Battery 
16x17S  RF       Prop 
3000W      Power 
 

2: F5B power 
Plettenberg 220/37-42/1 7:1   Motor 
Schulze future 18.200F    ESC 
5S ca.3300 mAh Lipo    Battery 
17x18 RF + 5-7° versetzter Spinner  Prop 
6000-7000W      Power 
 
 


